
SHARE  
MEDICAL DATA 
EASILY AND 
SECURELY



MEDICAL SHARING
Secure sharing of 

medical data 
with all parties.

MEDICALLY 
WELL 
CONNECTED!
The exchange of medical data bet-
ween the individual parties in the 
healthcare field is currently a major 
hurdle. 
JiveX Healthcare Connect overcomes 
this hurdle and paves the way for 
more efficiency and better patient 
care. 

JiveX Healthcare Connect comprises solutions for 
sharing medical information which are perfectly adap-
ted to the requirements and needs of the individual 
parties in the healthcare field – from the patient to 
referrers to scientific institutions.

PATIENTS
    Patient’s storage 
area 

   patient file

EXPERTS
   Science
    provider of AI and  
big data solutions

HEALTHCARE 
PROFESSIONALS
    Hospitals
    community health 
centers/practices

   referrers 
   AI/science



PATIENTS

For strong patient relationships

Patients have a right to their medical data – wheth-
er from individual examinations, for example, 
radiology images, or pooled as treatment docu-
mentation. 

But the receipt of medical data from the patient also 
plays a role in patient communication – for example, 
to plan a hospital stay with existing previous examina-
tions.

JiveX Healthcare Connect can handle both scenarios: 
Connect Link Share is a modern and secure way for 
patients to receive their treatment documentation 
which they can download and, for example, save in 
their personal patient file. With Connect Upload, pa-
tients can upload medical data using simple technical 
means in order to make them available to a health-
care facility. Connect Link Share and Connect Upload 
are technical solutions which will not require either a 
separate infrastructure or in-depth IT knowledge in the 
near future.

For limitless communication

The exchange of medical information between var-
ious healthcare institutions (hospitals, outpatient 
facilities, for example, community health centers) 
is a part of daily operations. 

Here as well, Connect Link Share offers a secure 
and modern alternative to data transfer via CD. Data 
shared via Connect Link Share – treatment documen-
tation and image data – can be easily downloaded and 
integrated in the institution’s own IT infrastructure. Al-
ternatively, data can be provided via Connect Upload.

If there is regular exchange between a hospital and, 
for example, consultant or attending physicians and 
referrers, institutions can use a (web-based) portal 
with strictly regulated access rights.

HEALTHCARE 
PROFESSIONALS

EXPERTS

For medical advancement

The easy availability and secure communication of 
medical data improves patient care not only direct-
ly but also indirectly. 

This is because consolidated information in interoper-
able formats is also relevant for scientific research and 
the development of AI and big data solutions. 

The data exchange via Connect Link Share and/or the 
portal solution with scientific institutions and compa-
nies thus significantly contributes to medical advance-
ment and better care – while of course complying with 
all measures to protect personal data.
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Medically well connected

JiveX Healthcare Connect is the merging and further 
development of the functions for medical data ex-
change from the previous product lines (JiveX Enterpri-
se PACS and JiveX Healthcare Content Management). 
It comprises solutions which are perfectly adapted to 
the technical possibilities and legal requirements of the 
individual parties in the healthcare field. 

JiveX Healthcare Connect is undergoing continuous 
development in order to meet the needs of our custo-
mers and the market.
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